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Biometric Data: Watching the Watchers
As Illinois and other jurisdictions seek limitations, those limits get tested.
Cyber/Data Privacy and Security

Biometric Basics
Biometric technology refers to technology that captures physical, physiological or behavioral characteristics
from an individual, which upon collection becomes biometric data, and that data then may be used to verify
the identity of an individual. Law enforcement recognized the benefits of this type of technology, such as it
was, with fingerprint analysis more than 100 years ago.1 The FBI now has a biometric recognition database
that houses over 50 million images with another 170 million fingerprints from foreign visitors to be added
to that database by the Department of Homeland Security.2 Biometric data includes voiceprints, facial
recognition, retina or iris scans, DNA, palm prints and, even electrocardiographic rhythms or behavioral
characteristics like gait, a typist’s keystroke dynamics, mouse usage, or, perhaps even more broadly,
geolocation patterns.3 The use of biometric data to verify an individual’s identity is based on the premise
that these traits are unique and difficult to falsify or replicate.4 The technology has seen significant growth
in its commercial applications; including the use of fingerprint or iris scans for employees to “clock in,”

fingerprint scans to unlock devices, and potentially heartbeat data to verify financial transactions.5
Governmental and private entities are using automated facial recognition technology as part of closedcircuit television (CCTV) surveillance systems.6
The seemingly indiscriminate nature of the acquisition of images and the data that supports these
applications has raised privacy and security concerns among commentators and even some legislators. The
developers and their law enforcement and private security customers argue that automatically identifying
and tracking individuals in a large crowd, with 99% accuracy, is a useful tool for catching criminals atlarge, detecting suspects, or even locating missing persons. However, because an individual cannot easily
replace or alter a biometric feature, securing the databases that store the images and information presents
significant challenges. Also, how the images and tracking data are collected and utilized likewise presents
cause for concern. Are consumers prepared for retailers who can identify and target return customers?
What is their comfort level with sales people at car dealerships who converge solely on patrons with
purported high credit scores courtesy of Facebook? Recent legislation and the civil suits that followed
provide useful context for these concerns.

Posting Some Guardrails
Somewhat surprisingly, the public has benefitted from a degree of self-regulation in this space.7 However,
there are three U.S. states, Illinois, Texas and Washington, with regulations on the books and proposals have
been made in five others. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), effective May 2018,
specifies biometric data as a “sensitive category of personal data,” which means that use or collection of
such data may trigger mandatory privacy impact assessments and potentially other limitations from Member
States.8 Only Illinois seems to have had the reach of its guidelines scrutinized, effectively because the
Illinois law allows for a right of private action.
In 2008, the Illinois legislature passed the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA).9 The Act
regulates private entities’ collection, retention, disclosure and destruction of biometric identifiers.10 Under
BIPA, a “biometric identifier” is a retina or iris scan, fingerprint, voiceprint, or hand- or face-geometry
scan.11 The Act requires entities to develop written policies, made available to the public, which establish a
retention schedule and guidelines for permanently destroying identifiers.12 Private entities that collect,
capture, purchase, receive or otherwise obtain a biometric identifier or information must inform the subject
in writing, inform the subject of the purpose and length of time the data will be stored, and receive a written
release.13 The private entity in possession of the identifier or information cannot sell or profit from the data
without the subject’s consent.14 The entity must store, transmit and protect the information from disclosure
using “the reasonable standard of care within the private entity’s industry” as well as the manner in which
the entity stores, transmits and protects other confidential and sensitive information.15 Finally, the Illinois
law is the only legislation that allows for a private right of action for any “aggrieved party,” and allows for
the recovery of $1,000 for negligent violations, $5,000 for intentional violations, or actual damages for any
violation, as well as attorneys’ fees/costs and other relief (injunctive).
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The Texas law passed in 2009 has similar protections to BIPA but crucially, there is no private right of
action.16 The law defines “biometric identifier” as a retina or iris scan, fingerprint, voiceprint, or record of
hand or face geometry.17 The law specifies that a person may not capture a biometric identifier of an
individual for commercial purposes without consent, and may not sell, lease or disclose a biometric
identifier without consent to disclosure; there are exceptions in the event of the individual’s disappearance,
where disclosure completes an authorized financial transaction, or where disclosure is required by law or
made to law enforcement for lawful purposes.18
The biometric information is to be
stored/transmitted/protected with reasonable care and like that of other confidential information.19
Destruction protocol is mandated (within a year, unless addressed by other sections of the law).20 Civil
penalties are allowed but any enforcement action is left to the attorney general.21
On April 11, 2017, HB 1493 was passed into law in Washington, effective as of July 2017. The “biometric
identifiers” per HB 1493 are defined as “data generated by automatic measurements of an individual’s
biological characteristics.” The law states that a person may not enroll a biometric identifier in a database
for commercial purpose without providing notice, obtaining consent and providing a mechanism to prevent
subsequent use.22 The law has various exceptions (authorized by statute, identifier will not be used for
commercial purposes, required for litigation) and requires reasonable care to protect unauthorized access
and acquisition, as well as retention protocol.23
The other proposed legislation again looks at notice, consent and how to define what is biometric data.24 In
the meantime, class lawsuits citing BIPA have been filed against employers like United Airlines, and the
usual tech and social media suspects, Google, Facebook, Snapchat, to name a few. Courts are starting to
weigh in on the first line of defense – standing.

It’s All Part of the Experience
[T]he abrogation of the procedural rights mandated by BIPA necessarily
amounts to a concrete injury. This injury is worlds away from the trivial
harm of a mishandled zip code or credit card receipt.25

The Illinois law was in place for several years before there was a noteworthy level of litigation activity
regarding compliance with the Act. Reportedly, as more and more employers utilized the technology for
timekeeping purposes, class action litigation followed to challenge notice and consent practices.26
Thereafter, there were challenges to applications in other commercial settings. As of 2018, there were in
excess of twenty-five actions filed in Cook County Circuit Court (Illinois) with other litigation pending in
federal courts in Illinois, California and one case on remand from the Second Circuit.27 Defendants have
argued that certain allegations do not fall within the Act’s definition of biometric identifier.28 Plaintiffs,
generally speaking, have withstood that challenge. However, now case law is developing on certain critical
points: whether these plaintiffs have standing to sue under BIPA; who is an “aggrieved party” under the
statute; and, whether plaintiffs must allege actual damages or actual injury.
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Face Mapping Gamers
The Second Circuit in Santana v. Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc. recently remanded that case back to
the district court (SDNY), although it agreed with the district court’s finding that plaintiffs lack Article III
standing.29 Plaintiffs sued Take-Two alleging that the 3-D mapping process used to capture a gamer’s face
as part of the multiplayer feature of its NBA-branded video games was collection of biometric data without
consent, and other violations of BIPA (dissemination, retention protocol, storage outside of the standard of
care). The district court dismissed the action with prejudice, siding with defendant that plaintiffs did not
have standing and failed to state a cause of action under the statute.
The Second Circuit similarly
concluded that plaintiffs failed to establish that Take-Two’s procedural violations created a material risk,
and thus there was no “risk of real harm’ to confer an injury-in-fact.”30

Tracking Coaster Fans
An Illinois appellate court meanwhile was asked by the trial court whether a “person aggrieved by a
violation of [the] Act” must allege some actual harm.31 In Rosenbach v. Six Flags, plaintiff’s son purchased
a season pass for the theme park and defendants collected, recorded and stored his biometric data as part of
its security process for entry.32 Plaintiff alleged violations of BIPA and unjust enrichment; she did not
allege that she or her son suffered any actual injury but argued that she would not have purchased the pass if
she had known of defendants’ conduct. The court noted that the Act does not define “aggrieved” and then
followed the reasoning of lower federal courts, stating “[a]lleging only technical violations of the notice and
consent provisions…does not equate to alleging an adverse effect or harm.”33

Friend Tagging
Interestingly, a California federal court took a different approach with Facebook. In Patel, et al. v.
Facebook, Inc., U.S. District Court Judge James Donato denied Facebook’s motion to dismiss, in which
Facebook argued that plaintiffs failed to allege a concrete injury in fact.34 The Patel matter is a consolidated
action from three separate cases filed in Illinois (two in federal, one in state court). The allegations arise out
of Facebook’s “Tag Suggestions” program, where the program recognizes and identifies a face in a
photograph posted, and then suggests the individual’s name to be tagged, or automatically tags the subject.35
The court decided that the statute itself created the interest at stake. The court focused on language from the
Ninth Circuit court’s opinion in Spokeo II to find that an alleged procedural violation of a statute by itself
can manifest concrete injury, where a legislature conferred the right and the violation presents a real risk of
harm to that concrete injury.36
Judge Donato said that the Act “expresses the judgments of the Illinois legislature about the rights of Illinois
citizens with respect to the collection of personal biometric data by corporations and businesses.”37 The
court went on to say that the consent, collection and other provisions of BIPA, along with the plain text of
the Act, “leave little question that the Illinois legislature codified a right of privacy in personal biometric
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information.”38 The court distinguished several other similarly situated cases by noting that plaintiffs in the
other cases “indisputably knew that their biometric data would be collected before they accepted the
services offered” and in one case, plaintiffs “had the specific fact of prior written notice and click-through
consent.”39 Likewise, distinguishing cases like Spokeo, the court noted that BIPA, unlike FCRA, “targets
the unauthorized collection of information in the first instance.”40
Given the Patel court’s significant emphasis on the Act’s provisions, as compared to other decisions where
the courts have focused primarily on whether plaintiffs allege a mere technical violation of the Act, the next
round of cases should make for compelling comparisons. The court was able to draw factual distinctions
based upon the actual technology at play – facial scanning to participate in multi-player video games versus
automated collection and recognition of individuals from photographs posted by a third-party.

It Did Not Play in Peoria
Illinois residents,41 meanwhile, were recently shut-out from an online meme involving Google’s Arts &
Culture app feature that allowed users to compare selfies with portraits or faces depicted in works of art.42
So it goes for Nest’s “smart” doorbell camera, which product reportedly is not offered in Illinois. Illinois
employers likely will figure out how best to utilize the current scanning technology, where the benefits and
cost-savings outweigh the potential legal challenges. Despite Tim Cook’s assurance that only your evil twin
can unlock your iPhone X, lawmakers probably will continue to scrutinize the reliability of these systems.43
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